GENERAL INFORMATION

1. Obstacle Clearance Requirements: RWY 09 departures: Maintain minimum climb gradient of 6.76% to 275 ALT (258 AAL). RWY ... gradient of 7.20% to 1102 ALT (1085 AAL). 2. En-route cruising level will be issued after take-off by 'London Control'.

Do not climb above SID levels until instructed by ATC TWR 118.075, 129.450 CITY TOWERRAD 132.700 THAMES RADAR 128.025 CITY RADARACC 118.825 LONDON CONTROL* See EGLC AD 2.18 for full details.

TRACK MILEAGE

BEARINGS, TRACKS AND RADIALS ARE MAGNETIC
DISTANCES IN NAUTICAL MILES

CLIMB GRADIENTS

No turns below LAM R232

(052°)

519 QNH (500 QFE).

[Diagram and chart with routes, beacons, and altitudes]

CHANGES (7/13): BPK VOR RADIALS. NOTE 5 LOREL 4Q DESIGNATOR

AERO INFO DATE 27 MAR 13

CPT 6T Climb and maintain SFC BPK VOR. London Luton.
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